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CitrusCreekPlantation has partnered with Ride-On rentals to offer day tours to our guests. This is a
very attractive way to discover the wonders of Dominica without the hassle of driving, and without the
need to take a guide for the various hikes . A guide comes to pick you up at CitrusCreekPlantation
with a private 4WD only for you. These rates below include the vehicle, the guide-driver, and the
gasoline. They do not include entry fees* at some sites nor lunch or drinks. Most of them can be
tailored to your own wishes. Basic prices are for 2**.

Wild East coast

SariSari falls, Rawine Cyrique , 3 basins/ Morgan falls, River bath at
Newfoundland Estate, Rosalie beach, Boetica Gorge, Denier Falls, Glassy
Point, Victoria falls…...
- ½ day : 10 am to 2 pm. Choose 2 among the sites above :
Little driving, lots of hiking. Choose 2 among those nice hikes and sites
of the Wild east coast around CCP. Start late , come back early to take
your time and enjoy Taberi too.
US$ 80 for 2
-Full day:9 am to 4 pm. Choose 3 among the sites above
This will be a full day on the Wild east coast . Little driving, lots of hiking. .
US$ 100 for 2
Kalinago Central
Emerald Pool , Kalinago territory , Drink or Lunch at Pagua Bay bar and
Grill, Central Forest reserve drive, Spanny’s falls and/Or Jacko falls .
Departing around 9:30 Return from 3 to 4:00 pm. – Discovery

First stop at Emerald Pool (if no cruise ships) then Castle Bruce , drive through
the scenic Kalinago territory, the last place in the caribbean where Indian
Kalinagos still live ; stop to enjoy their arts and craft, maybe a cassava bread.
Continue on the East coast to Pagua bay. Stop for a drink or Lunch at
PaguaBay Bar&Grill (fantastic view, swimming pool, nice food) . Then drive the
Central forest reserve , and stop for 1 or 2 short waterfalls hikes to Spanny’s
falls or Jacko falls or Sultan falls In the 3 pitons National park, before heading
back to LaPlaine. * Private site fees apply .
Thanks to your driver/guide, you have been able to enjoy the ride without the stress of
driving .

US$ 120 for 2

NorthEast
Kalinago territory – PaguaBay – Calibishie - Batibou beach - Central
forest reserve. - . Complete East coast tour – Long drive – Discovery
Drive North through the scenic Kalinago territory, the last place in the caribbean where
Indian Kalinagos still live ; stop to enjoy their arts and craft, maybe a cassava bread.
Continue on the East coast : Pagua bay, Douglas-Charles airport, Calibishie and reach
the famous Batibou beach (Pirates of the Caribbean) . Enjoy a nice lunch on the beach.
Bathe . Enjoy the scenery.
Afternoon, return via the Central forest reserve , Morne 3 pitons National park, and
back to La Plaine after a long day.
Thanks to your driver/guide, you have been able to enjoy the ride without the stress of
driving .
120 US$ for 2

Roseau Valley
Roseau, Roseau Valley, Freshwater lake, Trafalgar falls, Titou Gorge,
Hot sulphur baths,
Drive to Roseau via Pond Cassé, climb the Roseau valley to the freshwater lake
(possibility to hike around the lake), try Trafalgar falls or Titou Gorge, have a lunch in
the valley, stop eventually for a hot sulphur bath at Wotten waven, visit the Botanical
gardens, shop if necessary at Roseau. Back to La Plaine late afternoon.
Recommended when NO cruise ships at port !
120 US$ for 2
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Roseau market, Champagne reef, Scotts Head
Departing around 8:30 Return 5:00 pm. – Discovery
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Drive to Roseau, then to Champagne reef to snorkel. Drive then to Scotts head for a
nice sea bath in the marine reserve , stop for hot bath at Soufrière, and back to Roseau
for a visit to the market, and to supermarkets for groceries.
Stop at the market and one of the supermarkets to buy groceries if needed, stop at
the Roseau Old market for souvenirs,
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If hot and tired, ask your driver to stop you for a refreshing bath at Newfoundland river
pool.
Thanks to your driver/guide, you have been able to enjoy the ride without the stress of
driving .
US$ 120 for 2
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Boiling Lake
For the bravest hikers . The unique, exceptional Boiling Lake
The second largest boiling lake in the world. Unique .
A full, long day . Long drive to Laudat, then a 3,5 hrs walk each way to the boiling lake through
Valley of desolation . with guide .
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Departing early morning from Citrus Creek Plantation, and back late evening.
Drive all the way back to Roseau, climb the Roseau valley road and discover Dominica’s
geothermal sites in Laudat. This is the heart of Dominica’s volcanoes and the Unesco Morne
trois pitons national park .
The most challenging hike in Dominica, but so rewarding !
Enjoy a hot sulphur bath after your hike at Wotten waven.
Price for 2 : 140 US$
!
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Mero beach - Central waterfalls
Drive to Mero beach via Warner , enjoy the beach. Have lunch at Romance
Café. Drive back through Layou or Warner, stop at 2 of the Central
waterfalls. Drive back to La Plaine.
This is the “Surf and Turf” day tour : Sea , beach + waterfalls.
US$ 120 for 2
!
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Do!not!hesitate!to!ask!us!for!other!tours.!Any!tour!can!
be!tailored!to!your!needs!as!all!these!tours!are!based!
on!2!persons!only.!The!driver:Guide!is!all!for!you!.!This!
is!luxury!too!…!
All these tours are available if you have your own car rental
too. In this case, you only pay for the guide / driver . He will
take care of you, show you all Dominica has to offer, without
the stress of driving yourself, and finding your way. A very
good option too .
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Cost for the guide : Us$ 47 for the day (US$ 68 for Boiling
lake)
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Site passes and entry fees.
* Some of the sites you will visit are managed by the Government
and require a site pass : These can be purchased for the day or for
the week and open access to ALL « Government » parks and sites.
US$ 5 p/p per day, US$ 12 p/p for the week.
!

** Some other sites are private. Owners generally ask for a small fee
to contribute to the site maintenance and enhancement. It is a good
way for you, as a visitor, to directly contribute to the local
economy. Thanks for sharing with them.
Prices range from 2 to 10 Us$.
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Dominica : The nature island of the Caribbean.
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